Israel Through The Body
A series of peulot and activities which provide fun Israel education, accessible
to everyone at camp!
Created by Emma Sherrard

What is ‘Israel through the body’
and the aims of the activity?
 A series of sessions aimed at giving campers a taste of Israel regardless of whether they have been to Israel before
 An exciting way to introduce Israeli culture and history to camp and give Israel education a chance to shine at camp
and develop further
 Excite campers and counsellors on their connection to the land of Israel and find their own unique attachment to
Israel and their own Jewish history
 Activities that can be run by anyone and everyone as to avoid making Israel education ‘exclusive’ to Israeli staff
 Making camp a safe space to ask questions about Israel and Judaism
 Audience: Campers aged 8 and up
 Younger campers can draw a person who they will colour in the body part of every time they complete a session
 Timing: each activity can take between 45 minutes- 1hr 30 minutes depending on the length of time needed and
optional ice breakers and introductory activities
 Activities can take place as separate sessions on their own, consecutive sessions over a day or as a series of activities
during cabin time or Limmud
 It is up to the camps discretion as to how many activities they run or which type of campers they want participating

Introductory activity:

 Introduce the series of activities:
 These are a series of sessions all to do with Israel and in each session we
will explore a different aspect of Israel through a body part.

 Main activity:
 Give the group a large piece of paper or card Draw out a body and name it
 Explain how after every session they will colour in and decorate the part
of the body- by the end of the sessions they will have a fully decorated
person!

Israel Through The Mouth: ( ֶפּהMouth) Israeli music and musicians
Materials and Equipment needed:
•
•
•

A speaker or device to play music from
Song leader or staff member who is comfortable learning and teaching the songs to the
campers
Lyric sheets with the words to: ‘Eli Eli’ and ‘Eretz Yisrael Sheli’

 Ice Breakers (10-15 minutes):
 The song game: Campers are given a topic (e.g. food) and they need to come up with songs that have a lyric with food
in it e.g. “sugar oh honey honey” . The game can run on for several rounds with different themes such as weather, colours,
countries
 A discussion based activity where campers can share their favourite Jewish or Israeli songs; for younger campers these
songs may be camp songs or familiar tunes from their synagogue.

 Introduction to Israeli music (5-10 minutes):
 Introduce Eurovision: They have won the Eurovision song contest 4 times, most recently with Toy by Netta
 Israeli folk music was an integral part of early Pioneer life, pioneers would dance and sing on the fields of their kibbutzim to
folk songs that we still sing today; most notably- ‘Hava Nagila’ and ‘HaFinjan’ which are commonly sung at camp

 Hannah Szenesh (20-25 minutes):
 As a young girl, Hannah began writing a diary which has been published with poems of hers. At the age of 18 she moved
to the British Mandate of Palestine to begin a life in the Jewish homeland. She was not particularly religious but had a
deep connection to the land of Israel and was Zionist (a believer that there should be a Jewish state)
 She worked on a Kibbutz and lived with other Jews trying to create a better life and work on the land.
 Hannah Szenesh was a member of the Hagganah and paratrooper who rescued Hungarian Jews during the holocaust
and save them from persecution in Europe but was captured by Hungarian police and put into a prison until she died.
 She died a hero who saved many Jews and gave hope to those in the prison as she would draw the star of David on her
window and communicate with other prisoners.

Israel Through The Mouth: Israeli music and
musicians (cont’)
 Explain how her song ‘Eli Eli’ was a poem she wrote in prison after being captured for attempting to rescue Jews from Hungary.
 Play and learn the verses to the song: giving the campers the lyrics to read as they sing.
 FOR OLDER CAMPERS: discuss how this song could have been comforting to the people in the prison with her during the holocaust
and the message of hope being so relevant after the holocaust

 Connection to Israeli music: ’Eretz Yisraeli Sheli’ (20-25 minutes)
 Play the song and read aloud the lyrics in English before learning it in Hebrew
 Learn the song verse by verse as a repeat after me: counsellors singing a line and having campers repeat the line back before
moving onto the rest of the lyrics
 Discussion: how this song relates back to the pioneers who created and built the land we call Israel and how this song makes us
grateful for the Jewish people who made the land flourish

 Closing ice breakers and summarizing what we have learnt: (10 minutes or remainder of the session)
 Optional: play Jerusalem of Gold as one last song to listen to and discuss the English lyrics, close our eyes and picture the skyline of
Jerusalem (maybe show a photo of the old city skyline)
 Discuss which songs did they like? Did they dislike a song? Would they like to learn more songs?
 Sing through the two songs one last time
 Colour in body part that they completed the session in (the mouth)
 Give campers the option to perform the song in future all camp moments such as flag raising, shabbat or during prayers

Israel through the legs: ( רגלייםlegs) Israeli dancing
Materials and Equipment needed:
•
•
•

A speaker or device to play music from
Large space to dance and move: outdoor or indoor
A counsellor who is comfortable leading dance related activities

 Ice Breakers (10-15 minutes):
 A game of musical statues to a variety of Israeli and Jewish music
 Ask campers if they have ever done any Israeli dancing? Do they know any dance moves or songs frequently used in
Israeli dancing? Why is it called Israeli dancing? Why is it so special to Israel and Jews?

 History of Israeli dancing (15 minutes):
 A form of dance usually performed to songs in Hebrew, or to other songs which have been popular in Israel, with dances
choreographed for specific songs. Israeli dances include circle, partner and line dances.
 Everyone is viewed as equal when dancing: we mostly dance in circles as to create an equal space where nobody is
more important than the other; we also hold hands one on top and one under as to share dominance in the circle.
 The Jews have a long dance history. The Torah and Talmud refer to many events related to dance, and contain over 30
different dance terms, most famously Miriam and the women at the splitting of the sea.
 During the first aliyot to Israel; the Chalutzim came from mostly European countries which gave influence to the type of
dance moves that we perform and the Klezmer sound to many of the songs.
 Israeli folk dances were created as way of helping to create a new Israeli culture in the land of Israel, combining elements
from other dance cultures with the music and themes of modern Israel.
 The pioneers would work on their kibbutzim, farming the land and then dancing through the night and enjoying
themselves partying and celebrating to Israeli folk dance and music.

Israel through the legs: Israeli
dancing (cont’)
 Dancing: (45 minutes)
 FIRST MOVES:
 Teach the steps basic steps: begin with everyone in a circle holding one hand over and one under each others palms.
 Begin teaching the simple steps of ’behind and front’, practice over and over the steps before putting on some music (I recommend ‘Eretz
Zavat Chalav’ or ‘Mayim Mayim’)
 Then add in the claps and moving forward and back. Explain how the moves repeat at the verses.
 SECOND MOVES: YOUTUBE VIDEO ‘Nigun Atik IFD Israeli folk dancing for beginners’
 Standing in a circle, holding hands, take 5 steps forward before claping twice to the outside of the circle, repeat for the rest of the verse.
 Chorus: let go of each others hands and slowly move towards the middle of the circle whilst raising our arms slowly and slowly putting them
down (repeat this 4 times before the end of the chorus)
 THIRD MOVES: YOUTUBE VIDEO ‘Lo Ahavti Dai - Israeli dance’
 Teach the more complex dance moves of ‘infront, side, behind, side’ repeating this a few times over to get the moves in.
 Using this footwork, move onto the song “Od Lo Ahavti Dai” performing the ‘infront, side, behind, side’ during the verse and moving forwards
and back twice before repeating the verse.
 On the chorus: let go of hands and move forwards with hands raising to the sky and clapping on the beat before swiftly taking two side steps
to the right and turning the whole body, then repeat!
 FINAL PART!:
 Using the dance moves they have learnt, get into small groups and choreograph a dance to a modern Israeli pop song

 Closing the activity (10-15 minutes):
 Perform all 3 dances together a few times to get the hang of it. If possible take a recording of the campers dancing so they can keep the
video.
 Colour in the legs of the ‘body’ they drew as they completed the activity

Israel through the eyes: ( עינייםeyes) Nature and Sights
Materials and Equipment needed:
• A map of Israel with labelled sights
• Sticky notes/Pads
• Pens and paper
• Pictures of Israel’s sights
 Ice Breakers (10-15 minutes)
 Buzzy Bees: everyone runs around ‘buzzing’ and the leader of the game calls out a letter of the alphabet and everyone becomes
a different object or thing that begins with that letter. E.g. E: Elephant.
 To make the game harder you can introduce themes such as ’a place somewhere in the world beginning with T. e.g. Taj Mahal,
Texas…

 Introduction to the theme of the day:
 Get a volunteer to stand up and use their body to make a map of Israel- ask the other members of the group to use a real map of
Israel to help create the outline with their body.
 Once they have made the ‘human map’ use sticky notes to guess and label where areas of Israel are on the map: Tel Aviv,
Jerusalem, Eilat, The Negev, The Dead Sea, Sea of Galilee, Golan Heights, Be’er Sheva
 Ask everyone what they think of when they picture Israel: discuss if they see nature, see historical sights, see the beach etc…
 Are they seeing biblical sights? Do they think Israel looks similar to America? Do they think Israel is underdeveloped? Show them
photos of Israel. (see the next pages for photos)
 Debunk the myths they think when they picture Israel if they see an ancient land or just desert.

 The main activity:
 Go for a walk into the woods at camp. Find a quiet place to sit as a group or somewhere with nice scenery.
 Divide the cabin into 3 groups and give each group one of the 3 stories to read and reenact into a mini play.

Israel through the eyes: Nature and Sights
(cont’)
 Story 1:
 God tested Abraham and said to him, “Avraham!” And he said, “Here I am.” He said, “Take your son, your only son Isaac, whom you love,
and go to the land of Moriah, and offer him there as a burnt offering on one of the mountains of which I shall tell you.”
 So Avraham went to the Mountain with his son Isaac as God requested. You would think that sacrificing his son would be an impossible task,
but Avraham was trusting in God and knew he was doing the right thing.
 And so he took the wood of the burnt offering and laid it on Isaac his son. And he took in his hand the fire and the knife. So they went both
of them together. Isaac said to his father- “here is the fire and the wood, but where is the lamb for the offering?” And Avraham asked him
to trust him.


”When

they came to the place of which God had told him, Avraham built the altar there and laid the wood in order and bound Isaac his
son and laid him on the altar, on top of the wood. Then Abraham reached out his hand and took the knife to slaughter his son. ”

 “But the angel of the LORD called to him from heaven and said, “Abraham, Abraham!” And he said, “Here I am.” He said, “Do not lay your
hand on the boy or do anything to him, for now I know that you fear God, seeing you have not withheld your son, your only son, from me.”

 Story 2:
 Jacob and his brother Esav had fought badly over being given the blessing from their father. Jacob stole the blessing from Esav and so had
to run away from his home and leave everything.
 Jacob had walked for days and was tired. He built himself a bed and lay down in the valley of Mt Moriah.
 He dreamed and was in a deep sleep. In his dream he saw a ladder coming from his bed and reaching towards the heavens. On the
ladder were angels climbing up and down it.
 “And, behold, God stood beside him, and said: "I am the LORD, the God of Avraham thy father, and the God of Isaac. The land where you
lie, to thee will I give it, and to thy children. And thy children shall be as the dust of the earth, and they shalt spread abroad to the west, and
to the east, and to the north, and to the south. And in thee and in thy children shall all the families of the earth be blessed.”

Israel through the eyes: Nature and Sights
(cont’)
 Story 3:
 King Solomon was a good King, the Torah says Solomon built a temple.
 The greatest temple that the Jewish people had ever seen, and it was built for Hashem.
 God said to Solomon, “I have consecrated (made special or clean) this temple…by putting my Name there forever. My eyes and my heart
will always be there”.
 Here on Mt Moriah stood the first temple and soon after its destruction: the second temple.

 Moral to the stories:
 What have we learnt from these 3 stories?
 What do they all have in common? They all take place on Mt Moriah.
 Mt Moriah is the one of the most important mountains in Jewish history.
 Not only is it beautiful and is the nature in Israel beautiful to look at; but every tree, every blade of grass, every rock has a connection to the
Jewish people and our history.
 It also has a connection to other faiths: Christians also see the significance of the temple and its connection to the birth of their religion and
Mt Moriah is also where the Al Aqsa Mosque stands and is a holy Mosque for Muslims.
 Standing where you are right now: you have no idea the significance of the spot you are standing on but to a group of people; this place
has significant historical connections to them and it will forever be a place you remember your summer camp and your connection to it.

 (Extra activity if there is time) Also completing
 Using a piece of paper and pens, cut out a picture frame from a piece of paper and draw on it: use your frame to look at your surroundings
and see the world; what do you see? What are you noticing that you didn’t see before? Always try to look at life from different perspectives
and view the world as we would through a picture frame.

Israel through the nose: ( אַףnose) Cooking
Materials and Equipment needed:
• Extra virgin olive oil
• Flour
• Kosher salt
• Sugar
• Yeast

 Ice Breakers:
 Ask controversial food questions:
 Is cereal a soup? Is a hotdog a sandwich? Which country makes the best hummus?
 Food charades

 Discussion:
 What are everyone's favourite Israeli foods?
 Are there any food that they know are native to Israel?
 Explain that we are making pita!

 History:
 Pita has roots in the prehistoric flatbreads of the Middle East. There is evidence from about 14,500 years ago, during the stone
age that the Natufian people in what is now Jordan made a kind of flatbread from wild cereal grains.
 Ancient wheat and barley were among the earliest crops in the Neothilic period of about 10,000 years ago. By 4,000 years ago,
bread was of central importance in societies such as the Babylonian culture, where the earliest-known written records and
recipes of bread-making originate, and where pita-like flatbreads cooked in a tinûru (tannur or tandoor) were a basic element
of the diet, and much the same as today’s taboon bread.
 Pita is deep rooted in Israeli, Middle Eastern and Greek cuisine.
 Pita can be used to scoop sauces or dips, such as hummus or to wrap kebabs or falafel in the manner of sandwiches. It can also
be cut and baked into crispy pita chips.

Israel through the nose: ( אַףnose) Cooking
cont’
 Recipe: MAKES 8 PITAS


Ingredients



Water



Yeast



Pinch sugar



All-purpose flour (or a combination of all-purpose flour and whole wheat flour)



Kosher salt Extra virgin olive oil



How to Make Pita Bread: Step-by-Step



Step 1: Make sponge



Combine 1 cup lukewarm water in a large mixing bowl with yeast and sugar. Stir until dissolved. Add ½ cup flour and whisk together.
Place the mixing bowl in a warm (not hot) place, uncovered. Wait about 15 minutes or until mixture is frothy and bubbling a bit



Tip: If you don't see some bubbles, your yeast is dead. Start over with new yeast.



Step 2: Form the pita dough



Now add salt, olive oil, and the remaining flour (keep about ½ cup of the flour for dusting later). Stir until mixture forms a shaggy mass.



(What's a shaggy mass? Basically, at this point, the dough has little to no gluten development and just looks like a sticky mess and you
can easily pull bits off).



Dust with a little flour, then knead the mixture inside the bowl for about 1 minute incorporating any stray bits.

Israel through the nose: ( אַףnose) Cooking
cont’
 Step: 3 Knead the dough
 Dust a clean working surface with just a little bit of flour. Knead lightly for 2 minutes or so until smooth. Cover and let the
dough rest for 10 minutes, then knead again for a couple more minutes. The dough should be soft and a little bit moist, you
can help it with a little dusting flour, but try not to add too much.
 Step: 4 Let the pita dough rise
 Clean the mixing bowl and give it a light coating of extra virgin olive oil. Put the dough back in the bowl and turn it a couple
times just to coat it a bit with the olive oil.
 Cover the mixing bowl tightly with plastic wrap, then cover it with a kitchen towel. Put the bowl in a warm (not hot) place.
Leave it for 1 hour or until the dough rises to double its size.
 Step 5: Divide the dough
 Gently deflate the dough and place it on a clean work surface. Divide the dough into 7 to 8 equal pieces and shape them
into balls. Cover with a towel and leave them for 10 minutes or so.
 Step 6: Shape the pitas
 Using a floured rolling pin, roll one of the pieces into a circle that's 8-9 inches wide and about a quarter inch thick. It helps to
lift and turn the dough frequently as you roll so that dough doesn't stick to your counter too much. (If dough starts to stick,
sprinkle a tiny bit of flour). If the dough starts to spring back, set it aside to rest for a few minutes, then continue rolling. Repeat
with the other pieces of dough.
 Tip: Once you get going, you can be cooking one pita while rolling another, if you like.

Israel through the nose: ( אַףnose) Cooking
cont’
 You have two options for baking the pita from here.
 Step 7: Bake in the oven OR on stovetop
 To bake pita in the oven: Heat the oven to 475 degrees F and place a heavy-duty baking pan or large cast iron skillet on the
middle rack to heat. Working in batches, place the rolled-out pitas directly on the hot baking baking sheet (I was only able to
fit 2 at a time).
 Bake for 2 minutes on one side, and then, using a pair of tongs, carefully turn pita over to bake for 1 minute on the other
side. The pita will puff nicely and should be ready. Remove from the oven and cover the baked pitas with a clean towel
while you work on the rest of the pitas.
 To cook pita in a skillet (stovetop): Heat a cast iron skillet over medium-high heat. (Test by adding a couple drops of water to
the skillet, the skillet is ready when the beads of water sizzle immediately). Drizzle a tiny bit of extra virgin olive oil and wipe off
any excess. Working with one pita at a time, lay a rolled-out pita on the skillet and bake for 30 seconds, until bubbles start to
form.
 Using a spatula, flip the pita over and cook for 1-2 minutes on the other side, until large toasted spots appear on the
underside. Flip again and cook another 1-2 minutes to toast the other side. The pita is ready when it puffs up forming a
pocket
 Tip: Sometimes, with this stovetop method, the pita may not puff or may only form a small pocket. Try pressing the surface of
the pita gently with a clean towel. Keep baked pita covered with a clean towel while you work on the rest.
 Now Eat with some falafel, hummus and any Israeli food in the kitchen.
 Don’t forget to colour in your persons nose and complete the activity!

Israel through the head: ( רֹאשׁhead) Palestine vs Uganda
Debate
Materials and Equipment needed:
• Fact files printed
• Paper
• Pens
 Ice Breaker:

 Mini debates:
 Campers will split into two teams, arguing:
 The best camp food: grilled cheese or pizza
 Which is better: hummus or falafel

 Introduction: (campers can read out loud and popcorn to eachother)
 Theodore Herzl; was an Austro- Hungarian Jewish journalist, playwright, political activist, and writer who was the father of modern
political Zionism.
 Herzl formed the Zionist Federation and promoted Jewish immigration to Palestine in an effort to form a Jewish state. Though he
died before its establishment, he is known as the father of the State of Israel.
 What is Political Zionism? The principal common goal of Zionism is to establish a homeland for the Jewish people in their own state.
 In his book, Herzl stated: "The Jewish question persists wherever Jews live in appreciable numbers. Wherever it does not exist, it is
brought in together with Jewish immigrants. We are naturally drawn into those places where we are not persecuted, and our
appearance there gives rise to persecution. This is the case, and will inevitably be so, everywhere, even in highly civilised
countries—see, for instance, France—so long as the Jewish question is not solved on the political level.”

 The British Uganda Program was a plan to give a portion of British East Africa to the Jewish people as a homeland (Uganda)
 The offer was first made by British Colonial Secretary Joseph Chamberlain to Theodore Herzl’s Zionist group in 1903. He offered
5,000 square miles. The offer was a response to pogroms against the Jews in Russia, and it was hoped the area could be a
refuge from persecution for the Jewish people.

Israel through the head: ( רֹאשׁhead) Palestine vs
Uganda Debate
 Introduce the debate:
 Split into two groups: Uganda and Palestine; each group gets time to read and write up a defence and offence in the
argument.

 Palestine:
 It is the historical homeland of the Jews, promised by God
 It has the Kotel and Temple
 This ancient country in the Middle East is bordered by the Dead Sea, Lebanon, Jordan, Syria and Egypt. The northern
portion of Palestine is snowy and mountainous, while the south is a desert.
 Most people live in the coastal region.
 The city of Jericho in Palestine is one of the oldest cities on Earth, first occupied more than 11,000 years ago. Ancient
farmers planted crops here and raised livestock.
 The country has 8,019 square miles of land.
 At 2,236 m Mount Hermon is the tallest mountain in Israel.
 The life expectancy is 80 years.
 The weather is normally hot and dry in the summer and mild in the winter. Rain falls mostly in the winter (between the
months of November and April). There is more rain in the north than in the south, and hardly any rain in the desert.
 Jerusalem is the biggest city. Tel Aviv, Haifa and Beersheba are also large cities. The capital city is Jerusalem.

Israel through the head: ( רֹאשׁhead) Palestine vs
Uganda Debate




Uganda:


Landlocked Uganda sits in Northeastern Africa, bordered by Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, DR Congo, and South Sudan



Uganda, a former British colony, was peaceful and prosperous when it gained its independence in 1962.



The country was caught up in a civil war and many people died or left the country. In recent years, the country has enjoyed a more stable government.



43 million people live in Uganda.



Kampala is the capital of Uganda.



The Ugandan shilling is the currency used here.



The country has 93,072 square miles of land.



The official languages include English and Swahili, but people also speak Luganda and various other languages.



The life expectancy in Uganda is 59.89 years.



There was no official religion at the time in the country, Jews would be able to take the land and make it their own homeland.



Herzl was introduced to Chamberlain in the spring of 1903, a few weeks after the outbreak of the pogroms



Chamberlain offered 13,000 square kilometres (5,000 sq mi) in Uganda



The land was thought suitable because of its temperate hill station like climate and its relative isolation, being surrounded by the Mau Forest.



The offer was a response to pogroms against the Jews in Russia, and it was hoped the area could be a refuge from persecution for the Jewish people.

Closing the activities:


Allow time to debate both sides for roughly 20-25 minutes



Give time to discuss at the end what they had learned and whether Uganda would have been a fit solution for the Jewish people.



Colour in the head of their drawn person.



Run through the words that they have learned so far in Hebrew- see if they can sing ‘head shoulders knees and toes ‘in Hebrew?

